Abstract. Absolute and relative perturbation bounds are derived for angles between invariant subspaces of complex square matrices, in the two-norm and in the Frobenius norm. The absolute bounds are extensions of Davis and Kahan's sin theorem to general matrices and invariant subspaces of any dimension. When the perturbed subspace has dimension one, the relative bound is implied by the absolute bound. The relative bounds presented here are the most general relative bounds for invariant subspaces because they place no restrictions on the matrix or the perturbation.
1. Introduction. Absolute and relative perturbation bounds are derived for angles between invariant subspaces of a complex square matrix A and a perturbed matrix A+E, in the two-norm and in the Frobenius norm. The relative bounds presented here are the most general relative bounds because they place no restrictions on the original matrix A, the perturbation E, or the dimensions of the subspaces. The bounds are similar in spirit to Stewart's bounds for invariant subspaces 15, 16] and, in the case of normal matrices, they reduce to the sin theorem of Davis and Kahan 4, 5] .
The bounds presented in this paper demonstrate the following. 1. Relative bounds for invariant subspaces always exist, for any non-singular matrix A and any perturbation E (however whether the bounds are small depends on the condition numbers and on the size of kA ?1 Ek). In this sense relative bounds appear to be no more special than absolute bounds. 2. When the perturbed eigenspace has dimension one, the absolute bound implies the relative bound. 3. Absolute and relative bounds share the same subspace condition numbers, namely the conditioning of the perturbed subspace basis and the conditioning of an unwanted left subspace basis. This suggests that invariant subspaces exhibit the same sensitivity to basis conditioning, in the absolute as well as in the relative sense. After de ning the problem in Section 2, we show in Section 3 that the absolute bound implies a relative bound when the perturbed subspace has dimension one. For a perturbed subspace of arbitrary dimension absolute and relative bounds are derived in the Frobenius norm in Section 4, and in the two-norm in Section 5. The paper ends with a review of the literature in Section 6.
Notation. I is the identity matrix; k k is the two-norm and k k F the Frobenius norm; A is the conjugate transpose of a matrix A; and Y y is the Moore-Penrose inverse of a full column-rank matrix Y . The condition number with respect to inversion of a full-rank matrix Y is (Y ) kY k kY y k.
2. The Problem. Let The absolute bound in Theorem 4.1 and the relative bound in Theorem 4.2 have the same eigenvector condition numbers (Y 2 ) and (X).
5. Two-Norm Bounds for a Perturbed Subspace. Absolute and relative two-norm bounds are derived for a perturbed subspace range(X) of arbitrary dimension. The proofs in this section resemble the proofs of 10, Lemmas 2.3, 2.5].
The two-norm bounds require a stronger eigenvalue separation than the Frobenius norm bounds: The perturbed eigenvalues must be strictly separated from the singular values of B 2 In contrast to the bounds presented here, the existing relative bounds for additive perturbations have the advantage of being invariant under congruence transformations and grading. However, the bounds here are more general because they place no restrictions on the original matrix A or the perturbation E. Also they are simpler and easier to interpret than the bounds in 14, 18, 21] .
